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Thanks to many reviews of our users, we now have a new item in the store to change nicknames. Here's how to buy a change of the nickname card 1. Go to Shop 2. Click on Item 3. Purchase Rename Card Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, wrestling,
or rude) posts. THE PUBG PC is all set to bring a new version of the 23.1 update, which is a minor follow-up to the 23 update. Update 23 was a great update that introduced some new things while the new patch fix will be fixing some bugs, adds a paid name change option, introduces a new customizable
ethoth wheel with three new emotes available for purchase with BP and more. READ ALSO - PUBG Mobile ban in India is unlikely to be lifted, suggests the ministry also Read - PUBG Mobile may return soon with Jio platforms, talks yet to complete PUBG characterizes itself regular updates, and although
the new release is not great, it is more of a patch fix. But it brings an option that people have craved for a long time, which is the ability to change their name. And there are some significant changes in Emota in the game as well. READ ALSO - PUBG Mobile: Grandson uses Rs 2.3 lakh for in-game
purchases Here's patch notes PC Update #23.1 General - For technical testing purposes during this test server period, players will receive a name change element through the player's service package at the entrance. - This item is only available on the test server and will be distributed until November 20,
6pm Pacific Time/ November 21, 3am CET/November 21, 11am KST. Replay - The playback version has been updated, replays from previous updates are no longer playable. Custom match - voice chat is available in a custom match before the game. UI/UX - Improved emot system in the game. - Added
the Emote tab to the Customize menu. - You can add/delete the emotions you have in the Emote menu for use in the game. - You can also see the animation of the emotions you chose on the symbol to the right of the screen. - You can have up to 12 emotions active at a time. - Improving the visibility of
the item when equipping items in the menu Appearance. - When selecting an item in the tab, the items that are equipped will now be hidden from the symbol to clearly show the item you choose. Leather and item - a paid item changing the nickname was added to the store. The standard price is $9.99. -
This item will be a $4.99 (50% discount) from November 21 to December 5. - 2018 PKL Elements (limited 3 items) are available. - You can purchase different emotions from the store with the help of BP. - Three new emotions are currently available: AIR GUITAR, DRAW! , PERFORMANCE - Improved
visualization of a 3D symbol to be Smooth when viewing skins or gears. Bug Fix - Fixed a problem where pressing ESC while leaning will support a leaning position. - Fixed problem when sometimes will be shown as underground only their face shows - while waiting in specific areas before the game
begins. - Fixed problem when helmet skins are applied in the lobby is sometimes delayed from appearing on the helmets looted in the game. - Fixed a problem where the characters can't pick up a dropped melee weapon again after dropping it on a concrete staircase in Erangel. - Fixed a problem in which
grenades sometimes damage the wrong area. - Fixed the problem that the angle of the camera will move into the character's body while walking into a shattered wired fence. - Fixed problem in the custom game that the in-game list of commands does not match when switching to spectating commands
with Page Up/Down keys. Hot Fixes - These hotfixes have been applied to a live server. - Fixed a problem in which the voice channel shown was not active. - Fixed a problem in which the character model was shown as the opposite sex on the store preview screen. - Fixed a problem that causes a glitch
in the game when other players pick up an item while you pick up the same item with certain amounts. PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds PUBG Just want to change it once saved a trial username during beta testing and didn't know you weren't able to change it. Waited for 1 year to be able to change it, the
sanitary pass was a changer, but I didn't buy a pass. Is there a way to change the username in PUBG. Page 2 16 comments PUBG has huge growing popularity in India and around the world. However, players around the world are more interested in playing PUBG mobile devices than THE PC versions.
Many new players join the game, but it's a little hard for some to understand some of its basic features, which includes changing character, name, or joining a clan. But, if you are having trouble changing the name it is not rocket science. Learn how to change the name in PUBG with this step-by-step
extensive guide. How do I change my name to PUBG? If this is something that confuses you, then don't worry, as changing the names of PUBG is now possible. Back in the early running of the game and for a long time, PUBG Mobile and PC had no feature that allows the player to change the name. After
several updates, the survival game finally has the renaming option and allows its users to change their name once a day. See the steps below- Open the PUBG Mobile Gaming App from your smartphone Also Read PUBG Clan Names for All Pro Assassins; Here's a list of all the interesting names you
need now, select inventory from the menu in the bottom right corner of the screen. READ ALSO: How to unlock Carlo's new character on a PUBG mobile phone? How to get Carlo through missions? To change the name in PUBG, you need to 'Crate' icon on the right side of the game screen. READ ALSO:
What is Hardcore mode in PUBG mobile phone? Read here to get answers about THE HARDEST Arcade Mode PUBG provides rename cards that If you want to change the name. Click on the renaming map and click Use. (If you don't have a renaming card wait until you collect one) Enter the right name
by clicking on the New Name button and then click OK. A person can change his name only once a day. If you're having trouble choosing a name for yourself, you can choose it from this extensive list of the coolest unused PUBG names. It is important not to change the name often as players recognize
your Pro gameplay with your name PUBG. Read also: PUBG update 0.17.0 releases on March 3: Death Replay - other improvements to PUBG name change are very easy to do, however, difficult in most cases as you have to reach some levels and have reached some heights in the game in others to be
able to change your username PUBG, but if you are here hoping to learn how to change your name PUBG, then you have come to the right place. PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds (PUBG) is a multiplayer online battle of the royal game developed by PUBG Corporation, a subsidiary of Korean publisher
Bluehole. Short for PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds, PUBG is an action shooter which has 100 players to fight until there is one particular person, duo, or team of the four remaining standing up. PUBG was launched on PC on December 20, 2017 by PUBG Corporation. The game is also easily available for
Xbox One and launched for Playstation not long ago. There are usually 100 players with you. You get on a plane and you have to be dropped on an island. Either it's gameplay or promotion, PUBG has made it huge on multiple platforms. One significant reason for its popularity is that Battleground allows
all types of users (experienced and inexperienced) a chance at its gameplay. Changing your name to PUBG So if you downloaded PUBG and started the gameplay in a hurry, you may have found yourself registered with a name and appearance that you would like to change. In this case, then follow the
steps below to change your name and appearance in PUBG Mobile. Note: In case you haven't changed your name yet, you may need a name change card. The item is available to all those who have updated to version 0.4. If you don't get a card, go to events and get rewarded for the upgrade. Now go to
the inventory and open the 'Box' item at the bottom. Use the name change gift to make the changes you want. Also, if you've already used your name change card, which came with 0.4 updates, there's an easy way to change your name again. Follow these steps: finish all levels up to level 10. Collect
mission rewards for Level 10. They will also include a name change map. Use the map as above. How to Change Your PUBG Appearance Images: PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds Game Changing Your Appearance in PUBG Mobile easier than all the confusion that surrounds the name change. But
changing your appearance comes with it its its unique catch. These steps need to be taken if you want to change your appearance in PUBG Mobile. Make sure you have 3000BP. Go to the main menu and choose inventory. As soon as the inventory is opened, the appearance reset option will appear next
to the player. This will give you all the options you need to change your appearance. Make changes and pay dues. We hope you have been enlightened well enough to go ahead and affect your own name PUBG now. We are interested in discussing this further, if you know the best way to change the
name of the pubg or you are having any problems with changing the username pubg after reading this simple tutorial, please talk to us in the comments section. This is the easiest guide on how to change the name in the pubg you will find online. If you're into video games, you should see this list of 31
games come in Google Stadia before the end of the year (hint, two very important games missing, catch the scoop and make sure to follow TechBustop.com on Facebook here. PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds is one of the biggest games in the world right now. With over 1 million active players a day, the
game is undoubtedly huge. When you sign up for a new PUBG account, you have the only chance to choose a gamertag name. Once you've picked it, you'll be stuck with it for a while. The name you choose is an important decision. This is one other players see when you kill them and that is the name
they will see on the leaderboards. Make it good. Can you change your name to PUBG? If you couldn't think of a cool name or use one that you thought was cool at the beginning and want to change it, you're in luck! There are several different ways to change your name in PUBG. None of them are
instantaneous though, so it will take some patience to do so. PurchaseThe easiest way to change your name is to buy a renaming card. Here's how to do it: go to the PUBG mobile store and select the Other tab. Purchase a renaming card. This will set you back 180 BP. UpdateIf you haven't upgraded to
PUBG 0.4, it will automatically give you a renaming card. Here's how to get the card: Upgrade to version 0.4.Go on Events to collect reward updates. Go to the inventory and open the Box item to get the renaming card.MissionsIf you don't want to buy a renaming card and you've already updated and used
a free renaming card, you only have one option left: Schliffing to Level 10. This one is simple: Complete all levels in PUBG to level 10.Collect Mission Awards for 10, which will include a free Rename Card.UseRegardless on how you purchased the renaming card, here's how to use it:Go use:Go Inventory,
click the box icon, and select Use. There's a hint that lets you type in a new tag. Note: You cannot use a name that is already in use. If you're stuck, try adding numbers or characters after the tag to get it approved. Also note that no matter what, you can change a maximum once a day - so don't go crazy
with it! Can you change your appearance in PUBG? Aside from your name, your appearance also plays a role in how you are perceived in PUBG. If you were impatient to start playing and not spend as long as you should have the creation of your avatar, you can go back and change it - for a fee, of
course. Changes in appearance do not include clothing. This is considered separately. The look here means your gender, hairstyle and color, face shape and features, and skin color. It currently costs 3,000 BP to change its appearance in PUBG. Depending on how good a player you are, it's quite a few
farming games just to change your appearance. If you have BP to spend, here's how to do it: Go to the main menu at PUBG. Select Settings, then Appearance. Set your gender, hair color, style, face and skin color as you need. You don't need to pay to change your clothes in PUBG. The limitation here is
that you have to unlock an item of clothing in order to use it. You can change from the settings menu. You can buy items of clothing from Steam or unlock them in the game.Coming with a good name for PUBGAs number of times when you can change your name in PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds is
limited, it is a good idea to give one that you plan to use a decent amount of attention. I tend to have a few go-to names I use through games that I keep around so I don't have to waste time figuring one out in the new game. If you're drawing blank, here are some quick tips for figuring out a good name for
the game. Keep it short and sweety You don't want to enter a long name or name with lots of letters and/or numbers in it every time you log in. Keep your game name short and concise. This will not only make it easier to type, but will also make it much more intuitive over TeamSpeak or Discord if you use
voice chat. Tune it to the genre Differentiated types of games amenable to different names. There is no point in calling yourself DungeonMaster or Spellflinger in PUBG, since the name just doesn't make sense in this context. Set it up for the game and it will be much better received. For example,
something gun or survival related to like HiKaliber or Surfiverr would be suitable for PUBG. Don't be an idiot, if you're nine years old, don't call yourself something that a nine-year-old would call -- or explicitly misogynistic, racist or simply dumb. There are all kinds of childish or stupid names in PUBG and
they immediately give the impression that the player is not who you are Want to join along with. They may be the best player on the server, but you're not going to want a team with someone called Filthypantyraider! Make your name choice wisely. You can get stuck with it for a while! And! how to change
name in pubg pc lite. how to change name in pubg pc 2020. how to change name in pubg pc for free. how to change name in pubg pc 2019. how to change my name in pubg pc. how to change name in pubg with symbols in pc. how to change name in pubg mobile pc. how to change character name in
pubg pc
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